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there are a few other books by paul russell that i've used to help students assess their free reading programs. his the wanderer and the wanderer's companion are two very useful books to help students reflect on their experiences. they are the only books on the subject that i found in spanish. hi! i am a middle school language arts
teacher in houston, tx, and i love your work. i was wondering if you were able to share a letter you wrote to your mother when you were a child. also, i have a quick question. in the unit on "la hija del sastre" you wrote that you "used the first two grades to go into the sort of details of the unit." can you explain more how you did that?

thank you! la idea de contar a historia de la hija del sastre se origina en una experiencia de ficción. cuando los niños son pequeños, los padres les dicen que se sienten en un buen cuarto. sin embargo, cuando lo entienden, descubren que se encontran en una cuneta. ¡mira esa nueva ruta! de esta manera, la hija del sastre puede
contar la historia de una niña que sueña con un sueño que no es real, pero que transforma su vida. el sueño de la niña está muy relacionado con la edad del niño, su psicología, su relación con la vida y sus emociones, y el estilo escrito de su abuela. the first time this year, i chose to use a tool called zipline math. i started off using this

tool in my level 2 class, but this is the first year that i have used it in a level 3 spanish class. in my first year of teaching, i used zipline and loved it. i taught two levels of it this year, and i chose to teach the first two levels of it again, as they are very easy. the students dont struggle with them, and the teacher doesnt have to do any
drill and practice. but i have seen some teachers use this tool in classrooms and i have never seen anything like the results that they get. maybe i am the exception to the rule because this is the first year i have done it. i decided to use it again in my level 3 class because i think its easy to learn, has a nice user-friendly interface, and i
think that it can be used effectively with a variety of students. i think in general students who struggle with math, struggle with math. i think this is true in my class, and this would definitely not be the case if i taught a level 2 unit with zipline math. when teaching this year, i have noticed that students dont understand the concept of

needing to figure things out for themselves. they need to be given step-by-step directions. i used to teach math this way, and i have used zipline math to teach math this way. the students seem to really appreciate this more than they appreciated the review activities that we did in the past. it seems that i am a little ahead of the
curve on this one. and, even though this was a bigger transition, i think the students are really enjoying learning the zipline math concepts as they go along. i am hoping that they will be able to do it on their own as i use it again in my level 4 class. even though i am a new level 3 teacher, i have been using these strategies for a couple
of years now and am finally letting myself go a little bit with them. i think it has to do with the fact that in my old school, i was so much more strict in my instruction because i felt like my students werent learning to read and write because my lessons were so strict. my lessons were going too fast and my students werent reading and
writing well enough to be able to do it on their own. i think that the increased flexibility and the introduction of the tlts and the tlms has helped me a lot. i know i need to be more strict with my instruction in order to have my students learn the basic reading and writing skills, but i also want to give them a little more freedom as they
get older. i think that they are learning that the books that they are reading are now written at the right pace for them. i hope they continue to learn this in the future. i know that i will still need to be the boss and make sure that my students are learning, but i have always been a hard-ass so i know that eventually they will figure out

that i am a good teacher who treats them like a little adult.
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this image is a way to learn more about the game of bolitas as you read this book. the book, by the way, is a great read for my students. and, as a bonus, just because my students love it so much, they have been sharing the story with other students. this map is sooooo cool! i can’t tell you how many times i have asked my students
to make this map to show me where they lived, and they always fail miserably. this one is going on my wall immediately! research the events of the spanish civil war in your students’ history texts (i will be adapting my lesson plans from that time period to begin a new unit about the spanish civil war. check out fluency matters for the

units i suggested). these spanish picture books are perfect for end-of-unit projects! for my students, we used the book, la hija del sastre to study castilian. we heard a lot about the fact that sara was almost a sevilla so we read that section of the book. i also wanted my students to check what other characters in the book had, so we
read the “chart of spanish vocabulary” activities on fluency matters . i am a big fan of books and reading in general. this week i want to introduce you to the wonderful world of reading picture books. i found my inspiration on fluency matters . they have many great picture book resources and a blog post about how reading picture

books backs writer’s imagination . i hope you enjoy! “each game is an instant pedagogical dance that draws you in by following a child- and family-led lead. these games are very versatile and will give kids immediate feedback about their development.” -tanya selvaratnam, casl editor 5ec8ef588b
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